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ABSTRACT 

The flow behaviour of micro-polar fluid between cone and piate 
geometry is discussed. The expressions for velocity and micro-rotation 
have been obtained. It has been observed that the velocity at any point of 
micro-polar fluid is lar~er than the corresponding viscous fluid. The micro
rotations increase with the increase of viscosity constant but decrease with 
the increase in coupling constant. 

1. Introduction 

The cone-plate arrangement plays an important role in engineering. 
This kind of instrument is used to determine the viscosity of the fluids, 
particularly of non,Newtonian fluids. The cone-plate arrangement consists 
of a stationary plate with an inverted cone, which is rotated at a known 
angular velocity n with its apex touching the plate. The viscosity is deter
mined by the torque required to turn the cone. The angular distance 
between the cone and plate is kept very small, say about half of a degree. 

Many authors have used cone-plate visco-meter to determine the 
flow behaviour and heating effects for Newtonian and non-Newtonian 
fluids. Bird and Turiyan [ 1 ] studied the viscous heating in cone-plate 
viscometer. Turiyan ( [4] and [5] ) further extended the problem for non
Newtonian and power-law fluids. Eringen I 2 ] introduced the theory of 
micro-fluids which can support body moments and are influenced by spin 
inertia. No attempt has so far been made to analyse the flow pattern of a 
micro-polar fluid in cone and plate geometry. The importance of micro
polar lluids is growing rapidly due to the typical behaviour imparted by 
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such type of fluids, and scfontists are beginning to study the behaviour of 
these fluids from different angles. In the present paper, we study the flow 
behaviour of micro-polar fluid in between cone and plate geometry. 

2. Formulation Of the Problem 

The basic equatio1Js for micro-polar fluids are given by Eringen 
( [3], pp. 7-11, Eq. (4.1) to (6.4)) 

Jn the present ·problem, the plate is at rest and the cone rotates 

about its axis with an angular velocity .!2. Assuming the flow to be entirely 
tangential, the velocity vector (V) and the micro-rotational vector (v) in 
spherical polar coordinates system may be expressed as follows : 

v = vq, (r, 8) eef> ( I ) 

and 

( 2 ) 

Under the assumptions of Stokesian flow (i.e. the. omission of the flow 
inertial terms) and neglecting the body . forces and couples, the flo)V is 
described by the following equations : 

when~ 

oP oP -----0 or -oe - ' 

0 = ( a.+,Bv+Y )_lf_ Yv ( og_ + g col o) 
v or r a e 

( 3 ) 

( 4) 

+ ~ ( ~:e + v cf> cot e ) -2k,, vii ( 5 ) 

( 6 ) 

f(r, 8) and g(r, e) are given by 



and 

and 

fi( ) _ d• _ ()vl + 2v1+ 1· 8v2 +· ii2 COf fJ r, () - lV v - - - - -ar r r 8(;1 r 

g(r, e)J = [curl v ]..p = ~;2 + ; 2 + ~~28, 

1 D - n2 -
- v r2 sin2 ()' 

( 7) 

( 8) 

( 9) 

where \J 2 represents the Laplacian operator in spherical :polar coordinates. 

From the equations (3), we infer that a constant pressure acts 
throughout the flow region. From the equations ( 4), (5) and (6) we see that 
the velocity satisfies the following equation : 

o( D - ~:) v ..p = 0, 

and f and g satisfy the equations 

and 

( 
A_2) D-- g-0 R2 - ' 

respectively, where 

,\ 2 kv(2µv + kv) 
R2 = 'Yv(P.v+kv) ' 

c2 2kv 
:[:I= av+f:1v+Yv ' 

and R is the slant height or I he cone. 

3. Solution of the Problem 

( 10) 

{ 11 ) 

. ( 12) 

( 13) 

Solving equations (10), (11) and (12) under the following boundary 
conditions 

and 

u,1, =0 at {)c.-=1tj2 

~l =v2=-=0 at 8=81 

''i = '':1. =0 at 0=1T/2, 

( 14) 
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the equation (10) can be written as 

where 

and 

The solutions of ( 16) and ( 17) are of the forms 

and 

( 15 ) 

( 16) 

( 17) 

( 18) 

where In+i, 2 (~)and Kn+11 2 (~r) are the modified Bessel functions, and 

pnc1) (cos e) and QnC 1> (cos e) are the associated Legendre polynomials. 
From equations (10) and (11) expressions for f(r, e) and g(r, 8) are as 
follows: 

c* (er) f(r, 8) = rl/2 Ia12 R cos e, ( 20) 

g(r, e)= -(µv~kv) Dv 

( 21 ) 

Substituting these values of f(r, 8) and g(r, fJ) into the equations (5) and 

(6) we obtain 

"1 = [A*+ ~v--{ 3B*Ia1 2( ~)} 

R2 c* { (er) + c2J:a12 21s12 R ( 22 ) 
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er ( er )] + R 11 1!/, if cos(}, 

( 23 ) 

where 

('>!< ( 24) 

D1~"'L(1iv i·kv) ~ I ( ) I ( ) ,\c I ( )I ( ) } kv \ ,\ a/!I. C l/ll c + K-~- l/\l ,\ 1/2 c 

4. R;;-suits and Conctusions 

From Table 1, it may be observed that the ', 11 \ 

micropolar fluid than that in corresponding viscous il: 1 : ,, '"' ,,_ :!_,,, 

with the coupling constant (kv/Yv)· The velocity dccrc. ·.ht ''111 

coefficient (µv/Yv) increases, and it increases with the di ,[:1m,· lr,\m ;h,· 

origin. It is also apparent from Table 2, that the value(>! !ll:n•i-1-.l!:1:i,,11, 

A(r, 0) and B(r, e) first suddenly falls, afterwards inn:·a,.·, '\ii Ii I!:.· 

distance from the origin and it increases with the viscosi\1 l<'c·llic ,,·111 11111 

decreases when the coupling C011Stant increases. 
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TABLE I 
.,__, 

Velocity Distribution In Cone-Plate Geometry 

µ,,/Y v r/R kv/'/..,=0 k.,/'Yv=0.5 kv/'Yv=l.0 kv/Yv=l.5 

.5 0.0 .00000 0.00000 .00005 .00000 
0.2 .19621 .21739 .22467 ·22922 
0.4 .40097 ·41231 ·41779 ·42087 
0.6 .60090 .60825 ·61164 ·61326 
0.8 .80098 .80450 .80600 .80655 

1.0 0.0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
0.2 ~19997 .21042 .21608 .22026 
0.4 .40098 .40747 .41155 .41428 
0.6 .60096 .60513 .60758 .60897 
0.8 .80099 .80298 .80403 .80449 

1.5 0.0 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 
0.2 .19946 .20758 .31199 ;2.1552 
0.4 .40098 .40551 .40864 .41087 
0.6 .60093 .60387 .60438 .70505 
0.8 .80100 .80237 .80314 .80348 

-). 



TABLE '.! 

Variation oi Mitro-k~tatlcm 

vi/!1 cos iJ v2 /fl sin ti 
--.----- ~....:;.,.;,~· _.., ... ""·-·,~h·· ... ·a·~ ., .. _ ....... ~-~-·~ . .,...,V;i•.•·:.· .• , •. _., ....... : ..... "•·····-······ ,,_._,.,.~-~~~~ .. - .,., .. - - . ,. ... ":.··:···-... ·-~...,....... ~¥~~-"~ 

p,,Jy jj r k..,/'J;;=O,S kv/'Y v== 1 k-v/Y-v==L5 kv/Yv=(J.5 .k.,,.Jy v== 1.0 k.,/,,..,== LS 
. . ... ·' ~ . 

,5 o.o 1.6845 1,2222 :L0190 -1.5584 '""1.1829 "-LOOs3 
0,2 ,6768 ,6416 .6151 ""0.8000 "'0.7155 "'-0.7539 
0.4 ; 7014 ,6578 .632l ""0,8144 "-0. 7853 '-"0.7761 
0,6 ,711? ,6691 ,6500 ,,_0,8'.Wl '-'0,7942 .~0.1904 

0.8 ,7180 ,6824 ,6101 "-'0,8263 "'0.8059 '"'0.8064 

LO o.o L40!3 1,018.J L01:i9 *-1.3085 .... ],('})31 ·~1.0041 
0.2 ,7271 ,7016 .6771 -0, 8j3j '-0.8155 '"o. 7990 
OA /7490 .7181 .6961 ""0.8469 "-'0.8263 "c0.S l2J 
0.6 .7580 '7311 .7169 ~0.8526 °'"d.sS5fi .c:o.8270 
0.8 .7649 ,7452 ,7408 ""'0,8572 "'0.8451 '"0.8434 

Ls o.o .72i8 i,OM9 J ,0133 ~o.n9e '""L0585 '-1.0044 
0.2 .7426 ,7314, ,7112 ""o.847S "'-0.8352 ~-o.g211 

0.4 .7690 .7476 ,7311 ~0.8601 "-0.8458 "''0.8353 
0.6 .7776 .7609 ,7529 ~0.8678 '"0.8591 "-0.8581 ff'2~ 

0,8 .7845 .7756 .7773 "-0,8722 "'0,8707 ~-0.8758 '1" -·--··· ~ 
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